New Delhi, India

- World's second largest population
- One of the most rapidly growing economies
- A land of rich and diverse cultures, traditions, religions, languages, foods, spices, and philosophies
- Learn from U-M alumni owned Salokaya College of Nursing

Experience

- Explore health, nursing and society in India for 3 weeks
- Stay in dorms with a "nursing buddy" from the Salokaya College of Nursing
- Join clinical observation and community health outreach initiatives with Salokaya nursing students
- Participate in educational interventions at rural clinics, schools and NGOs in and around New Delhi
- Participate at the annual March for Nurses organized by Salokaya
- Join a 4-day excursion in the Golden Triangle in Agra and Jaipur to visit Taj Mahal and other significant historical and cultural sites
- Take a 2 credit hour elective course at the Salokaya College of Nursing